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1. Introduction 

A general form of matrix equation in the unknown matrix X is 

k t 
L: A.XB. + L: D.X'E. = C 

. -~--~ J"--1-J- -J ~==1 

(l) 

'Hhere ~ can be rectangular and where all matrices can have elements in the comr,lex 

field. Many special cases of (1) are considered in the literature, particularly 

the form 

k 

.L: ~i~i == c 
~=1 

(2) 

vhich is (1) 1·11thout terms in ~'. Lancaster [1970] reviews numerous cases of (2), 

introducing a lemma of Krein's, involving contour integrals, to do so. He par-

ticularly presents techniques for solving the special form 

k 
- i j = L: a1j-~ ~ c 

i,j=O 

of (2) and also the much discussed but simpler form 
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.AX + XB = C (4) 

where A and B are necessarily square, which is also rev:iewed and extended by Hartv7ig 

[19'{5]. He does not, however, consider the special case of (4) "t'i'hich arises in 

Schonemann's [1966] solution to the Orthogonal Procrustes problem, in which X is 

t"aken as being square and orthogomii" and a solution to (4) is then sought when ~ 

and B are sJ~tric. Hearon [19f7] discusses the existence of non-singular sol

utions to (4). Another special case of (2) is ~ = f dealt 'lith by Rao and Mitra 

[1971], with solution ~ = ~-g~- + ~ - ~-~~~- provided the consistency condition 

AA_CB_B = f holds, where ~- is a generalized inverse of ~· satisfying ~-~ = ~' and 

v1here Z is arbitrary of appropriate order. A generalization of (3) considered by 
k 

vlimmer and Ziebur [~9'(~J is i~lfi (~)~gi (~) = g, where fi ~d gi are analytic in the 

neighborhood of the eigenvalues of ~ and ~ respectively. 

Two more special cases of (1) are the pair of equations 

A 'X± X' A = C • (5) 

Although not mentioned by-Lancaster [l)r(O], they are discussed by Hodges [1957] as 

tv10 distinctly different equations, a distinction which we find to be unnecessary. 

He gives explicit solutions for ~when all matrices are square and ~ is non-singular. 

In section 3 we extend this to rectangular ~ and ~ of full column rank. 

Although Lancaster suggests that equation (2) "is far from tractable", the 

purpose of this note is to suggest that even its more general form (1) does admit 

an explicit solution for ~· It is achieved by using Kronecker (direct) products 

and the vee operator to rewrite (1) in familiar vector form typified by~~-=~ 

with solutions x = A-b + (! - ~-~)~ for arbitrary z and A and b given. 
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2. The Vector Solution 

2.1. The vee operator 

For convenience ue define the vee operator as given, for example, in Neudecker 

For X v partitioned as~= [x1 ··· x ], where x_ is the jth column of X, 
-m;,n - - -n - J -

vecX is defined as the mn x 1 vector forn~d by stacking the columns of X as a single 

column: 

~1 

X 
-n 

(6) 

Hith this definition it is clear that the vee of the transpose X' is a vector 

containing the same elements as vecX. 

vecX' = 

Indeed for Xmx 
- n 

I( )vecX - n,m -
(7) 

v1here I( ) is the mn x mn permuted identity matrix defined in MacCrae [19r(4J >vith 
- m,n 

its ij'~h m ;< n submatrix having 1 in position (j,i) and 0 elsevlhere. She gives the 

identities: !(m, l) = !(l,m) = !m' !(m,n) = !(n,m) and !(m,n)!(n,m) = !mn' a par-

ticular case of the latter being I 2( ) = I 2 • 
- n,n -n 

2.2. Kronecker products 

For convenience we recall the definitions of the Kronecker (direct) product of 

two matrices AmX and B X • It is the mp x nq matrix A ® B = (a .. B) for i = 1 · · · m 
- n -p q . 1J-

and j = 1 • • · n ui th a variety of ;Tell-known properties, for example, 
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Our nted. for Kronecker products is their use in the vee Of a matrix product: 

vecABC = (g• 0 ~)vee~ (8) 

a result given, for example, in Neudecker [ 1969]. Ma.c Crae [ 1974] shows that per-

muted identity matrices may be used to reverse the order of a Kronecker product 

>·lith (B ®A) = I( )(A 0 B)I( )' - - - m,p - - - q,n 

2.3. ~he solution 

Apply the vee operator (6) to equation (1) and get 

k ~ 

.E vec(A_iXB __ J..) + E vec(D.X'E.) = vecC. 
J.=l j=l -J- -J 

Using (8) gives 

k £ 
. E (~j_ 0 ~i )vee~ + E (E ~ 0 D .. )vecX' = vecC 
J.=l j=l -J -J -

~hen by ('f) 

- k ~ 

L .E (B~ 0 A.) + L: (E'. 0 D.)I( )}recX = vecC . -J. -J. _ -J -J - n m -J.=l J=l ' 
(9) 

v!hich, on defining 9: as the matrix pre-multiplying vee~ can be lvritten as 

GvecX = vecC . (10) 

The existence and uniqueness of a solution vecX to (10) now determines the 

existence and uniqueness 'of a· solution!' of given dimensions, to (l). ·Since vecX 

is a vector, it is clear that ( 10) has a solution if and only if 

r[G vecC] = r(g) (ll) 
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v7here r(2") is the rank of G. \vhen this condition holds; ooth (1) ana (10) are 

' consistent and solutions to (10) are, for arbitrary ~ of the came order as ~' 

(12) 

This extends the approach of Hart"'dg [19'75] for the special case (4) to the general 

case (1). 

Defining vee -l as the inverse vee operator vlhich re-forms ~ from vee~ so that 

vee -l(vec~) = ~~ 11e have from (12) 

-1( - [ - J ) ~ = vee g vecg + ! - g g vee~ • (13) 

The solution is unique when g is non-singular: 

-lc -1 ·· ) 
~ = vee 2- vec9 . 

These are our general solutions to equation (1). 

3· Special Cases 

The general solution (13) is now applied to some special cases of equation (1) 

1-lith extensions, not involving vee- 1 , to v.rell-knoun results. · · 

3.1. A'X ± X'A. = C 

Hodges 1 [195'{] explicit solutions to (5), v7hen all matrices are square and ~ 

is non-singular, can be extended to rectangular ~ and ~ when ~ has full column rank. 

In this case A has a left inverse f:r, say, for example, (~'~)- 1~ 1 • Reivriting (5) 

leads to (10) with 

(15) 
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For the solution (13) ·He need ~f v1h:i..ch is obtainable in this case ·by noticing that 

for k a positive integer [I 2 ~ I( ) ]1t = 2k-l[I 2 ± I( ) ], because I 2( ) == I 2, -n - n,n -n - n,n n,n n 

then, since LA == !' a generalized inverse of (15) is 

Furthermore, for (13) 

Substituting into (13) gives 

(rr) 

as the solutions to (5) when (11) holds .where ~ is an arbitrary m ~{ n matrix. 

Hhen ~and~· are square 1-1ith ~non-singular (the case considered by Hodges), 

L == A -l and so (1'7) simplifies to 

(18) 

Hodges' solutions can be written as X= P'(± K + ~'CQ)Q-l l<ibere K = =f K' but - - - - -- - .. ·: - -
othen7ise arbitrary and ~~~ = ! with ~ and ~ non-singular~ 'This permits ?f to be 

-1 l. -1' 
rewritten as ~ = :l: ~'ISS + 2~· 9, v7hich generates the arbitrary part of the 

solution in a different manner to that in (18). The relationship between the two 

being :l: as= ~·-1(~ T·~-l·~·~)g. = ~·-~s =t= s·~~-l = -K'. So IS== TIS' as required 

by Hodges. 

AX + XB = c_, A = A • B = B • x'x = XX' = I - - ' - ' (19) 

This special case of (~) arises in Schonemann's [1966] solution to the 

Orthogonal Procrustes problem. Schonemann gives a solution to a consequence of (19) 
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XC'CX' = CC' (20) 

which may be obtained by taking the transpose of (4) together with the symmetry of 

~and~ to give~·~+~~~= C'. Pre- and post-multiplying by~ gives AX+ XB = XC'X 

'Hhich by (4) also equals c. So, 

xc• = ex• (21) 

and then (20) follows by post-multiplying (21) by its transpose. 

Note necessary but not sufficient conditions for a solution to (19) are given 

by (20), which Schonemann uses, or (21) a point that appears to have been over-

looked by Schonemann. For example, if 9 is symmetric then 9'9 = 99' so that X= I 

is a solution to (20) but not a solution to (19) as A + B need not equal g. 
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